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ABSTRACT

We introduce noncommutative sites over a quantale, the so-called Q-sites, and define appropriate
presheaves and sheaves over these. We show how most of the technical machinery which allows to
construct sheaves associated to arbitrary presheaves in the commutative cases transposes to this setting.
This allows us to define and study sheafification in this new, noncommutative context.

INTRODUCTION

Topological spaces were generalized in several ways during the last decades, both
from the geometric and the algebraic point of view. The best algebraic approach is
probably that of locales (cf. [1], e.g.), as this also takes into account applications
of topology within the strict domain of logic. Of course, topology is essentially
a commutative matter: open sets and their generalizations behave decently with
respect to operations like unions and intersections, which are inherently of commu
tative nature. But the world of mathematics does not stop at the commutative level,
quite the contrary. In pure mathematics, in physics and (even) within logic it is
clear that non-commutative behavior should be taken into account as a much more
natural habitat. Within this framework, it became clear in the early eighties that the
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notion of quantale provided a natural equivalent (or generalization) oflocales in the
noncommutative set-up, as well as providing a decent basis for non-commutative
logic.

In this note, we will use quantales as an overall framework, which allows us to
introduce and study a notion of noncommutative "site". The so-called Q-sites we
use in this paper are a practical, natural and elegant setting in which to develop
the sheafification techniques referred in the title. Let us stress from the start that
although sheaves have been introduced on quantales in the literature, cf. [2] for
example, our point of view is definitely different from previous approaches: we do
not adapt the notion of a sheaf, inspired by requirements stemming from logic, e.g.,
to a structure over a quantale or locale but rather inspired our constructions directly
by the roots of sheaf theory and its applications. More precisely we return to the
pure concept of sheaves, as an efficient tool for providing local-global results and
a fundamental ingredient in the construction of global concepts from local data.

In this way this paper should be viewed as a complement to [4], where the authors
construct structure sheaves over non-commutative topologies by using localization
techniques with respect to torsion theories (or their equivalent formulations, we
refer to [5,7], for example). Actually, in this note we show that the abstract sheaves
constructed in [4], may be constructed as well through the more down-to-earth local
to global techniques, one tends to be familiar with in the traditional, commutative
set-up. It should be clear, however, that the underlying non-commutativity of our
"topology" does not permit for a ''just as in the commutative case" approach,
although the constructions themselves are, of course, directly inspired by the
analogous ones in the usual, commutative situation. Actually, that the look-and-feel
of the commutative situation has an equivalent in the non-commutative one even
strengthened our belief in the applicability of our non-commutative approach.

The present note is organized as follows. We start by introducing and briefly
studying so-called Q-presheaves, a natural generalization of traditional (commu
tative) presheaves on a non-commutative site Q. We show in detail, mimicking
techniques usually applied in the commutative setting (cf. [7] and [6], for example),
how to functorially construct for any such Q-presheaf P a suitable new Q-presheaf
L P, on which our notions of sheaf and Q-sheafification will be based. Actually,
in order to properly define the Q-sheafification functor, we have to prove two
fundamental results which state that in our context for any Q-presheaf P the
Q-presheaf LP is separated and that LP is a Q-sheaf, whenever P is already
separated itself. In this way, just as might be expected from the usual, commutative
situation, the Q-sheafification functor aimed at is just the composition L 0 L.

These results and the sheafification functor allow us to show that the category of
Q-sheaves is a reflective (Grothendieck) subcategory of the corresponding category
of Q-presheaves. Moreover, our constructions provide an alternative approach to
the "abstract" sheaves constructed in [4] though non-commutative localization
techniques. The abstract approach allows to prove that these sheaves behave
nicely, in particular since this construction succeeds in associating in a decent
functorial way sheaves to presheaves, just as in the commutative case. However
the resulting sheaves lacked any concrete way to be used in practical applications:
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our construction was more "existential" than "constructive". The present paper
aims to remedy this problem, providing a much more intuitive interpretation of
our constructions.

I. Q-SITES

The notion of a Q-site is based on the philosophy of quantales, whose main features
we summarize in what follows; we refer to [2] for full details.

Definition 1.1. A quantale is a complete lattice (Q, ~) endowed with an additional
binary operation

& : Q x Q ---+ Q,

called multiplication, satisfying the following axioms:

(QI) U&(V&W)=(U&V)&W;
(Q2) U&I=U;
(Q3) U & U = V (idempotent property);

(Q4) V & (ViEI Vi) = ViEI(V & Vi);
(Q5) (ViEfVi)&V=ViEI(Vi&V),

where I is a set, V, V, W, Vi, Vi are elements of Q and I = vQ is the greatest
element of Q.

One easily verifies the following result:

Proposition 1.2. Let (Q, ~,&) be a quantale. For all V, V, W E Q the following
relations hold:

(I) if V ~ W, then V & V ~ V & W;
(2) if U ~ V, then V & W ~ V & W;
(3) V&O=O=O&V;
(4) V&V~V;
(5) ifV ~ Wand V ~ W, then V & V ~ W;
(6) ifU ~ V, then V=V&V;
(7) V & V & W = V & W & V.

Throughout, (Q, ~, &) will denote a fixed quantale.

Definition 1.3. For any V E Q, a family {Vi liEf of elements of Q is said to be
a Qscovertng of V if

(CI) V = ViEI Vi;
(C2) Vi = U Sc U», for all i E l.
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We denote by Cov(V) the set ofall Q-coverings of V. The pair (Q, {COV(V)}UEQ)
will be referred to as a Q-site.

Taking into account the axioms and properties of a quantaIe, one easily verifies
the following lemma.

Lemma 1.4. Let V E Q and let {VdiE!' {Vj}jEJ be two Q-coverings oJV. For all
i E I and j E J we have:

(I) Vi :(; V;
(2) Vi &V = Vi;
(3) Vi & Vj = Vj & Vi :(; Vi, Vj; in particular, elements oj the same Q-covering

are & -commutative;
(4) ifV :(; V then V s.u, :(; V, Vi.

Example 1.5. A quantum space (in the sense ofBorceux-Van den Bossche [3]) is
a set X provided with a family of subsets 0 (X) which has a quantale structure such
that for all V, V E O(X) we have V n V s; V & V.

Let (O(X), S;, &) be the quantale of open subsets of a quantum space X. For
every V E O(X), the subset {Vi liE! of O(X) is a quantum covering of V if

(i) V = UiE! Vi;
(ii) for all i E I we have Vi =V &Vi.

Then the pair (O(X), {COV(V)}UEO(X) is a Q-site. In this case, note that V & Vi =
V n Vi, since Vi S; V.

Example 1.6. Let R be an arbitrary ring with a unit. A right ideal I of R having
the property that for all a E I there exists e e I such that a . e = a, is called a neat
ideal. The set of neat ideals of R with the multiplication given by the product of
ideals is a quantale (cf. [2, Example 3]). For every neat ideal I of R, according to
Definition 1.3, the family {la}aEA in the quantale of neat ideals is a covering of I if

(i) 1= LaEA la;
(ii) for all a E A we have la = I ·Ia.

Provided with such coverings, the quantale ofneat ideals is a Q-site.

2. SHEAVES ON Q-SITES

Throughout the rest of this paper, C will denote a fixed Grothendieck category.

Definition 2.1. The category oj presheaves on Q with values in C, denoted
by P(Q), is the functor category Fun(QoPP, C), where QOPP denotes the small
category whose objects are the elements of Q and the set HomQoPP(V, V) of
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morphisms is a singleton when V ~ U and is empty otherwise. Thus, a presheaf P
on Q with values in C consists of the data:

(i) for all U E Q an object P(U) in C;
(ii) for every V ~ U in Q, a morphism in C

Pijv : P(U) -+ P(V); S 1-+ Puv(s) =: sly

subject to the conditions:

(1) Puc = idp(u), for all U E Q;
(2) if W ~ V ~ U in Q then Puw = Pvw 0 Puv.

A morphism f: P -+ P' ofpresheaves on Q with values in C will just be a natural
transformation between the corresponding functors.

Inspired by the classical definition of sheaves on a (commutative) topological
space, we define:

Definition 2.2. The category c:F(Q) of separated Q-presheaves is the full subcat
egory of P(Q) whose objects are the Q-presheaves P such that for every U E Q,
and every (Ui liE! E Cov( U), the map

~: P(U) -+ nP(Ui); s 1-+ (slu)iE!
iE!

is injective. Equivalently, which satisfy

(Shl) if U E Q and {Ui liE! E Cov(U), then for every s E P(U) we have s = 0
whenever s Iu, = 0 for all i E I.

Definition 2.3. The category Sh(Q) of Q-sheaves with values in C is the full
subcategory of P(Q) whose objects are the Q-presheaves P which satisfy (Shl)
and the following gluing condition:

(Sh2) if U E Q, if {UdiE! E Cov(U), and iffor all i E I there is given Si E P(Ui)

verifying for all i,j E I that sduj&uj =sjluj&uj' then there exists some
s E P(U) such that sluj = si, for all i E I.

It may be checked (as in the classical case) that P is a Q-sheaf if and only if, for
every open subset U and every Q-covering {Ui hE! of U, the sequence

0-+ P(U) ~nP(Ui) ~ n P(Ui &Uj)
i E! (i.j)E! x!

is exact, where ';(s) = (SIUi)iE!' for every s E P(U), and e is given for all (Sj)iE! E

DiE! P(Uj) by (SdUi&Uj -SjIUi&U)(i,j)E!X!'
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3. THE FUNCTOR L

Definition 3.1. We define a functor L :P(Q) ---j- P(Q) given on every P E P(Q)
by L(P) = LP where LP is the Q-presheafgiven as follows.

For every U = (UdiEI E Cov(U), where U E Q, we denote by PU the system
on C which consists of the diagrams

for all i, j E I. It may be checked that PU is an inverse system on the quasi-ordered
set ({Ui, U, & U] }i,jEI, :::;;). Therefore, its inverse limit exists (i.e. the limit on the
small category defined by l); it is of the form

lJ!!! PU = {(S;)iEI En P(Ui) IVi, j EI, s, lUi &Uj = Sj lUi &Uj }.

lEI

and comes equipped with projection maps J(i : lim PU ---j- P(U;), for every i E I.
~

Let us order Q-coverings as follows:

Definition 3.2. Let U = {U;}iEI and U' = (Uj}jEJ be two Q-coverings of U. We
put U' .:s U if and only if there exists a map 8 : J ---j- I such that for all j E J we have
Uj :::;; UIS(j). Then we say that U' is a sub-Q-covering ofU.

In this case, the universal property of the inverse limit guarantees the existence
of a unique morphism

Moreover, taking into account that Cov(U) is a directed set (with the inverse
ordering of .:s), there exists a direct system

whose direct limit (colimit) belongs to C. Thus, it makes sense to define LP on
open subsets U by

(2) LP(U) = lim (lim PU),
---+ <--

UECOY(U)
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which comes equipped with maps

7Ju:lim PU --+ L P(V),
~

for all U E Cov(V). Hence, for every 5 E LP(V) there exists a Q-covering U =
{VdiE! of V such that 5 = T/u(x) for some x = (Xi)iE! E limPU (where Xi E P(Vi)

~

and for all i, j E I we have xilui &Uj = Xj lUi&u).
In particular, nu (x) = °if and only if there exists a sub-Q-covering U' = {V j }j EJ

ofU such that pifU,«Xi)iE!) = 0, i.e., if and only iffor all j E J we have x,s(j)l u' =
]

0, where 8: J --+ I is the map satisfying for all j E J that Vj ~ V,s(j).
On the other hand, let V ~ V in Q. In virtue of Lemma 1.4(4), and making use

of the universal properties of limits and quantale properties, we may define the
restriction morphism (LP)uv: LP(V) --+ LP(V), for every 5 E LP(V), by

where 5 = T/u(x), for some x = (Xi)iEI E lim PU and U = {VdiEI E Cov(V), and
~

where V = {V & Vi liE! E Cov(V).

Finally, making use the universal property oflimits, for every morphism f : P --+

P' in P(Q), the morphism of Q-presheaves L(f): L(P) --+ L(P') is given by the
collection ofmorphisms in C,

(4) L(f)(V): LP(V) --+ LP'(V); 5 1--+ T/~((J(Vi)(Xi»)iE!)'

where 5 = T/u(x) with x = (Xi)iEI E lim PU, and T/fA denotes the map lim P'U --+
~ ~

L P' (V). The reader may easily verify that the functor L is left exact.

Theorem 3.3. If P E P(Q), then LP E cF(Q).

Proof. Let V E Q and U = {Vi liE! E Cov(V), and let us check that

l;: LP(V) --+nLP(Ui); 51--+ (LP)UUi (5) )iEI
iE!

is injective. If 5 E Ker l;, then there exists a Q-covering U' = {V~ }aEA of V such that
5 = ttu! (x), for some x = (Xa)aEA E lim PU', and for all i E I,

~

where U: denotes the Q-covering {Vi & V~ }aEA of Vi. Therefore, for all i E I there
exists a sub-Q-covering Ui ofU: such that
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Suppose Ui = {Ubi lb;EB; and let 0i; B, --+ A be the map such that for all b, E Bt we
have Ubi ~ U, & U~;(b;)' Then, for all b, E Bi, we obtain by assumption that

i.e., that X<5j(b j)lub = O. To conclude that S = 0 it is sufficient to find a sub-Q

covering U" ofU"such that P(},u,,((Xa)aEA) = O. We claim that

U" = {Ubjlb;EB;,iEl

does the trick. Indeed, clearly U" is a Q-covering of U. Moreover, U" ~ U' by using
0: UiEl B, -+ A given, for all b, E B, and i E I, by O(bi) = oi(b;). Indeed, we have
by assumption that Ubi ~ u. & U~(bj)' hence Ubj ~ U~(bj) by Lemma 1.4(3). So,
finally,

Theorem 3.4. IfP E cF(Q) then LP E Sh(Q).

Proof. Let U E Q and {UdiEI E Cov(U). We have to verify the exactness of the
sequence

0-+ LP(U).!.". nLP(Ui)~ n LP(Ui&Uj).
i EI (i,j)EI x I

It remains to check that KerB S; Ims. Let (Si)iEI E KerB. Then for all i E I there
exists Ui = {Ua; la;EAj E COV(Ui) such that s, = 1"JUj (Xi), for some Xi E lJ!!! PUi,

where

TJu :limPUi --+ LP(Ui),
I +---

and Xi = (ma)a;EAj with rna; E P(Ua) such that for all a., bi E Ai,

(5)

On the other hand, U = {Ua; lajEAj,iEI E Cov(U). Let us now consider the element

x = (rnaj)ajEAj,iEI E n P(Uaj)
ajEA;,iEI

and let us verify that X E lim PU (whence nuix) E LP(U». It is sufficient to check
+---

for all i, j E I, a, E Ai and b j E A j that

(6)

When i = j this equality is given by (5). Otherwise, let V denote the element
U, & U]. Then, by (3), the restriction of s; E LP(Ui) to V coincides with

TJVt ((rnaj Iv &Uai )ajEAJ E LP(V),
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where VI denotes the Q-covering {V & Us, }aiEAi of V. On the other hand, denoting
Uj = {Vb)bjEA j E Cov(Vj), the restriction of Sj E LP(Vj) to V is equal to

1JV2 (cmbj Iv&Ub)bjEAj) E LP(V),

with V2 = {V & Vb)bjEAj E Cov(V).

Both restrictions coincide by assumption (since (Si)iEI E Ker e), hence there
exists a sub-Q-covering V3 = {VdkEK of VI and V2 such that for all k E K

(m8i(k) Iv&USi(kj)1 Vk = (m8j(k)lv &USj(kl)lvk'

where 8i : K -+ Ai and 8j : K -+ A j are the maps respectively satisfying for all k E

K that Vk:( V &V8i(k) and Vk:( V &V8j(k). Consequently, forallk E K:

(7) m8;(k)lvk = m8j(k)l vk'

On the other hand, {Va; & Vbj & Vk} kEK is a Q-covering of Va; & Ui, j , so the map

P(Va; & Vb) -+ n P(Va; & Vbj & Vk);

kEK

is injective (since P is separated). Hence, in order to verify (6) it suffices to prove
for all k E K, that

(8)

First of all, taking into account that Vk :( V &V8i(k) and the properties listed in
Proposition 1.2 and Lemma lA, we get that

(Va; & Vbj) & Vk :( o., & Vk :( (Vai & Vi) & u, & us,«,
= V ai & u, & V8;(k) = (Va; & V8;(k)) & o,
:( V ai &V8;(k).

Therefore,

which, by (5), coincides with

On the other hand,

so
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With a similar procedure, taking into account that

Us, & Vk (; U, & V & U8j(k) = V & U8j(k) = U, & U, & U8j(k)

= o,& U8j(k) & u, = U8j(k) & u, (; U8 j(k) ,

whence

we obtain that

Therefore, the equality (8) holds as a consequence of(7). Consequently s = nutx) E

LP(U), so it makes sense to consider ~(s). Finally, let us verify that (Si)iE! E Im~

by checking that it coincides with ~(s). .

By (3), clearly ~(s) coincides with (TJu,«mCtlu;&UCt)CtEAt,tE!»iE!, where
I

U; = {Ui&UCt}CtEAt,tE! E COV(Ui). On the other hand, (Si)iEl is equal to
(TJUi «ma)aiEA»iE!' Thus, it is sufficient to verify for all i E I that

Taking into account that Ui ::S U; (by letting 8) be the inclusion map Ai ~ UtE! At)
and that Ui ::S Ui , it is then sufficient to check for all a, E Ai that

Indeed,

Therefore, (Si)iE! = Hs). 0

As an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 it follows:

Corollary 3.5. If P E P(Q), then L 2P = L(LP) E Sh(Q).

Let us now establish some properties ofL which will be useful in the next section.

Lemma 3.6. To every P E P(Q) corresponds a morphism ofQ-pre sheaves P ~
LP. Moreover, if P is separated, then l;p is injective.

Proof. For every U E Q let Uo denote the trivial Q-covering {U}. Then limPUo
+--

coincides with P(U), so its corresponding map TJuo is the canonical morphism
P(U) -+ LP(U). We define l;p to be given by the family

{l;p(U): P(U) ---+ LP(U)}UEQ.
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ofmorphisms in C, where l;p(U) = m«. It follows in a straightforward way that this
is indeed a morphism of presheaves. Moreover, if P is separated then, for every
U E Q, we may easily check that l;p(U) is injective since sub-Q-coverings ofUo are
Q-coverings of U. 0

Corollary 3.7. There exists a natural transformation

l; : idp(Q) --+ i 0 L,

where i is the inclusion functor c.r(Q)~ P(Q).

Lemma 3.8. To every P E Sh(Q) corresponds an isomorphism of Q-sheaves
q;p :LP ~ P.

Proof. Let U E Q. In general, for every s E LP(U) there exists a Q-covering
U = {UdiEI of U and x = (Xi)iEI E lim PU such that s = nut»). with xilv &V =<-- I }

X j IVi & V j for all i, j E I. In this case, since P is a Q-sheaf, we can go further and
assert that there exists a unique t X E P(U) such that t X Iv; = Xi, for all i E I. Thus,
we may define a morphism

q;p(U): LP(U) --+ P(U); s ~ t",

If there exists another U' = {U'·liEf E Cov(U) and Y = (Yj)jEJ E limPU' such
) <--

that s = 1]u'(Y), then let us prove that tY = t", Since 1]u(x) = 1]u'(Y), there exists
a sub-Q-covering U" = {Uf}kEK E Cov(U) ofU and U' such that for all k E K the
restrictions ofX5, (k) and Y52(k) to U( coincide (where 0, : K --+ I and 02 : K --+ J are
the maps satisfying U( ~ U5\(k), U~2(k))' Thus, for all k E K we obtain the following
sequence of equalities from which we derive that tX = t Y , as P is separated:

Therefore, rpp(U) is well defined. Besides if s = lJu(x) E Kerrpp(U) then for all
i E I we obtain from the very definition that Xi = t X IVi = 0, and consequently s = 0.
Hence, q;p(U) is injective. Finally, for every t E P(U) we may choose s = 1]Uo(t) as
the element in LP(U) such that t = rpp(U)(s), so it is also surjective,

Thus, we assume q;p to be given by the family of isomorphisms rpp(U) in C.
Let V ~ U in Q, s = lJu(x) E LP(U) as before, and t X its image by q;p(U).

Then (tx Iv )Iv sco, = tX Ivs.u, = (tx IVi )Iv sco, = xii v & Vi' for all i E I. Therefore,
the following diagram is commutative

(LP)UV

Pov

proving that ipp is an isomorphism of Q-sheaves, indeed. 0
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Corollary 3.9. There exists a natural equivalence

tp : L 0 j ~ idsh(Q),

where j is the inclusion functor Sh(Q) ~ cF(Q), and L is considered to act from
cF(Q) to Sh(Q).

Making use of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 3.10. For every P E Sh(Q) we have the following commutative diagram

idp

Proof. Since rpp is an isomorphism of Q-sheaves, it only remains to check that
rpp 0 l;p = idp . Indeed, for all U E Q and x E P(U),

is by definition the unique t E P (U) such that t Iu = x, thus t = x. 0

4. AN ADJOINT PAIR

Definition 4.1 (The Q-sheafification functor a). At this point, in virtue of
Definition 3.1 and Corollary 3.5, it becomes evident that we may define what we
call the Q-sheafification functor,

a: P(Q) ~ Sh(Q),

as the composition L 0 L, where for every P E P(Q), the Q-sheaf aP is given on
U E Q by aP(U) = L(LP(U), with associated map

1J~: lim(LP)U ~ aP(U).
+--

On every morphism f: P ~ p' of Q-presheaves, the functor a is defined by
a(f) = L(L(f») :aP ~ aP I

•

What really allows us to call a the Q-sheafification functor is the fact that it is
a left adjoint of the inclusion functor Sh(Q) ~ P(Q), i.e., that it is a reflector. In
order to prove this, let us first include one more lemma:

Let P be a Q-presheaf. Then the image L(l;p) of the corresponding morphism
l;p via the functor L is a morphism in Hom(LP, aP). On the other hand, we have
another morphism l;LP E Hom(LP, aP) which is the one that corresponds to the
Q-presheaf LP, as in Lemma 3.6.

Let us prove that they coincide:
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Lemma 4.2. For every P E P(Q) we have L(l;p) = l;LP.

Proof. Let U E Q. We have to verify that L(l;p)(V) = l;LP(U). Let s = l")u(x) E

LP(U), where U = {ViliEf E Cov(U) and x = (Xi)iEf E lim PU. By (4), we obtain
+--

L(l;p)(V)(s) = l")~((l;P(Vi)(Xi»)iEf) = l")~((l")(Ui)O(Xi»)iEf)'

where 1"]~: 11!!!(LP)U ~ aP(U) and l")(UiJO: P(Ui) ---+ LP(Vi).

On the other hand,

l;LP(U)(s) = l")~o(s),

where 1")~0: LP(V) ~ aP(U).
Taking into account that U ::s U, Uo, in order to assert that both images coincide,

it is sufficient to verify that l")(Ui)O (Xi) = L Pv Vi (s), for all i E I.

Indeed, by (3) we obtain LPVVi(S) = l")Ui«xi\ Vi&V/)IEf), where Ui denotes
the covering {Vi & VI liEf. Thus, to prove that the latter element coincides with
l")(Ui)O (Xi), it is sufficient to check for alII E I that

(since Ui ::S Ui, (Ui )0). In fact, this equality holds for all i, I E I just because
(Xi)iEf E lim PU. 0

+--

Theorem 4.3. The functor a: P(Q) ~ Sh(Q) is a left adjoint of the inclusion

functor i : She Q) ~ P( Q).

Proof. First, in view of Corollary 3.7, we may define a natural transformation
¢: idp(Q) ~ i oa, given by the family ofmorphisms ofQ-presheaves ¢p = l;LP ol;p,

for all P E P(Q).
Secondly, by Corollary 3.9, we may define a natural equivalence ljJ: a 0 i ~

idsh(Q), by the family of isomorphisms ofQ-sheaves cpp 0 CPLP, for all P E Sh(Q).

Thirdly, for all P E Sh(Q), making use of Lemma 3.10, one may easily check
that the following diagram is commutative:

<PiP

idiP

Finally, let P E P(Q). By Lemma 4.2,

a(l;p) = L(L(l;p») = L(l;LP) = l;aP·

In a similar way, a(l;LP) = l;a(LP) = l;L(aPJ which is indeed equal to l;aP by
Lemma 3.8. Hence, we conclude that a(¢p) = (l;ap)2. On the other hand,
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Consequently, 1/JaP 0 a(cjJp) = idap by Lemma 3.10. Applying the previous four
facts, the theorem now follows from [1, Theorem 3.1.5]. 0

Note that the functor a is exact. Indeed, it is right exact being a reflector, and
left exact by the left exactness of L, hence it preserves kernels, pullbacks and finite
limits.

Corollary 4.4. Let C be a Grothendieck category. The category Sh (Q) of Q
sheaves on C is a Grothendieck category.

Proof. The functor a is left exact and a left adjoint of the inclusion functor
Sh(Q) <-+ P(Q). Therefore, Sh(Q) is a Giraud subcategory of the Grothendieck
category P(Q), whence a Grothendieck category itself. 0
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